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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the soft-decision decoding of error-correcting codes in the context of
h.f. data transmission. The use of soft-decision information from the data modem results in an improvement
in the performance of a forward-error-correction scheme, when compared with hard-decision decoding, with-
out any further redundancy penalty. In the paper, we estimate the theoretical improvements that can be
expected from soft-decision decoding of block and convolutional codes, in terms of both random and burst
error-correcting power. Also, this is related to expected coding gains for the Gaussian and Rayleigh fading
channels. In addition, we investigate the performance of soft-decision decoding on two types of h.f. modem:
a multisubcarrier parallel transmission format (p.t.f.) type modem, and an experimental serial transmission
s.m.i.d.d. type modem. We conclude that significant improvements in the performance of coded systems are
obtainable through the use of soft-decision decoding.
1 Introduction
In a hard-decision error-control-coded binary data trans-
mission system the receiver/demodulator makes a hard 0/1
decision on each incoming data signal before feeding the
demodulated bit to the error-correction decoder. For
example, in a multiphase modulation system a 'hard'
decision is made at each phase boundary. This procedure
results in a degradation of the channel decoder's perfor-
mance. A soft-decision demodulator, on the other hand,
assigns a 'confidence' value to each output bit, in addition
to the 'hard' binary 0 or 1 decision. In essence this means
that each demodulated bit is quantised into Q > 2 levels,
rather than Q = 2 levels as in the hard-decision case. This
confidence information can then be used to improve the
error-correction decoder's performance (in terms of lower
output bit error rate) without incurring any further redun-
dancy penalty.
The use of soft-decision decoding is therefore particu-
larly pertinent to the case of h.f. data transmission. This is
because, due to the high channel error rates and the non-
Gaussian error statistics that exist on most h.f. data links,
hard-decision decoding schemes simply do not have suf-
ficient error-correction power per bit to provide useful
coding gain. Soft-decision decoding schemes, however, can
increase the correction power per bit, but at the expense of
further complexity. The increase is coding gain (over that
achievable with hard-decision) that can be expected by
using soft-decision decoding depends on several factors,
including the number and spacing of the quantisation levels,
the decoding algorithms used, and the channel character-
istics.
The performance advantage of using soft-decision decod-
ing for digital data transmission is clear and well quantified
for channels perturbed by additive Gaussian white noise
(e.g. the space channel). It is not so clear what the advan-
tage of soft-decision decoding is when the channel is subject
to fading, multipath, and other multiplicative noise effects
(e.g. the h.f. channel). This paper is a contribution towards
a qualitative evaluation of the performance advantage of
soft-decision techniques when applied to fading h.f.
channels. The results seem to indicate that soft-decision
enhances the performance of a modulation and coding
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system considerably more when the channel is subject to
fading than when it is subject to white noise, in terms of
signal/noise ratio (s.n.r.) advantage. It will be shown later,
in fact, that a soft-decision decoder can (at most) double
the correction power of a code, and therefore achieves a
performance that tends to that of the optimum maximum-
likelihood decoder. This increase in power is certainly
worth having, particularly in the case of h.f. data trans-
mission.
The main objection to the use of soft-decision decoding
is one of hardware complexity. This is because in addition
to the decoder having to handle and store / bits (where 2_J
= Q) instead of 1 bit per decision, existing soft-decision
algorithms are much more complex than hard-decision
algorithms. This is particularly true in the case of block
codes, as opposed to convolutional codes where the
Viterbi algorithm provides an effective (although still
severely complexity limited) soft-decision decoding scheme.
In this paper we investigate the performance of several
block and convolutional soft-decision decoding schemes,
with the accent on low decoder complexity.
This paper, which is a conflation and extension of our
previous work28'29 develops in the following way. Firstly,
soft-decision decoding is described. Secondly, we estimate
the performance improvements that can be expected from
soft-decision decoding of block and convolutional codes
in terms of both random and burst error-correcting power.
Also, this is related to expected coding gains for the
Guassian and Rayleigh fading channels. The characteristics
of the h.f. channel which have major influences on the
choice of any soft-decision error-control scheme are then
discussed. Finally, the performances of the schemes used on
h.f. channels are assessed, by means of decoding simulations
with recorded error data, and via real time h.f. trials.
2 Soft-decision decoding
Instead of making a hard decision, on each binary signal
received, a soft-decision detector first of all decides whether
it is above or below the decision threshold, and then com-
putes a 'confidence' number which specifies how far from
the decision threshold the demodulator output is. This
number could in theory be an analogue quantity, but in
practice, if it is to be useful it must be quantised. Thus the
output of the detector is still quantised, but into many
more than the two regions of a hard-decision device.
An example of an 8-region device is given in Fig. 1. In
this case the input to the demodulator is a binary signal,
and the signal space is quantised into eight regions, delin-
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eated by one decision threshold and three pairs of confi-
dence thresholds. Each input signal is thus demodulated
to give an output character consisting of one binary hard
decision digit and two binary confidence digits. In general,
a character consisting of \og2Q binary digits emerges at
the output of the demodulator, if there are Q regions in
the quantised output signal space (see Fig. 2). Normally
Q is a power of 2. A binary code word of n digits is thus
represented by lo%2Q — J, say, binary code words, each of
n digits. One of these consists of the (hard) decision digits,
the others consist of the confidence digits of appropriate
weighting. If the signal falls in a region of complete con-
fidence, then the confidence digits of the corresponding
output character are all ones. The soft-decision distances
ds between an output character and each of the two highest
confidence output characters are then the Euclidean dis-
tances between the output character and each of the high-
est confidence characters; the distance between characters
corresponding to adjacent regions being unity. Thus, for
example, if a signal is demodulated as 0 0 0, then the soft-
decision distances to 1 1 1 and 0 1 1 are, respectively, 4 and
3 (see Fig. 1). A convenient way of computing the soft-
decision distance between two characters, when the regions
and characters are mapped as in Fig. 1 is to invert the con-
fidence digits of one of the characters if their decision digits
are different, then modulo—2 add the resulting characters,
and finally interpret the result as a binary number.
Thus,
[0 0 0, 111 ] = 0 0 0 © 1 0 0 = 1 0 0 =
and
4, [0 0 0, 0 1 1 ] = 0 0 0 © 0 1 1 = 0 1 1 = 3
The soft-decision distance (s.d.d.) between a received code
word and a possible transmitted code word may be com-
puted by summing the appropriate soft-decision distances
for each digit (character) of the code word. Thus, by com-
puting the soft-decision distances to all possible code
the one most likely to have been transmitted may be deter-
mined by selecting the one with lowest s.d.d. in a manner
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Fig. 2 Soft-decision demodulator and decoder
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exactly analogous to minimum Hamming distance decod-
ing.1 For example, using the demodulator arrangement of
Fig. 1 together with a single repetition code, assume that
the code word 1 1 is transmitted. Imagine that the first
one is detected as 0 0 0, and the second one as 1 1 0 .
Then the s.d.d. to 1 1 1 — 1 1 1 is 4 + 1 = 5 , and the
s.d.d. to 0 1 1 - 0 1 1 is 3 + 6 = 9 (see Fig. 3). The mini-
mum s.d.d. value is 5, so the soft-decision decoder outputs
the correct code word, 1 1, in spite of the error in the first
digit. A hard-decision decoder, given 0 1, could only detect
the error, without being able to correct it. The soft-decision
method of decoding described above is called minimum
soft-decision distance (m.s.d.d.) decoding. It is equally
applicable to block and convolutional codes.
The above example shows that a simple single-error-
detecting repetition code (block length n = 2, Hamming
distance d = 2) is capable of single-error-correction when
used with soft-decision demodulation (ds = 14). This shows
that the error control power of a code is almost doubled by
the use of soft-decision detection: an e-error-detecting code
approximates to an e-error-correcting code, or a /"-error-
correcting code approximates to a 2f-error-correcting code.
In general,
ds = d(Q-l)
~ d-Q for large Q
In practice values of log2 Q greater than 4 or 5 (16 or 32
regions) are unnecessary, as the increase in performance is
only marginal.2 In terms of decoder output error rate, the
improvement due to soft-decision detection depends on the
particular code and channel error statistics, but one to two
orders of magnitude or more decrease in output error rate,
for white Gaussian noise channels with error rates in the
range 10~2 —10~4, is typical. This corresponds to 1 -5 — 2 db
improvement in s.n.r. In non-Gaussian noise the improve-
ment may be considerably greater.3
Codem4 is believed to be the first example of an appli-
cation of soft-decision decoding to the h.f. channel. Soft-
decision techniques have been very successfully used in
conjunction with convolutional codes, as applied to a
variety of channels, including the h.f. channel.5
3 Expected improvements in performance due to
soft-decision decoding
Given a binary block or convolutional error-control scheme,
assume that the soft-decision demodulator quantises each
output digit vt to 2J = Q levels, symmetrically spaced about
the hard 0/1 decision boundary. The estimate of the /th
received binary digit is given by the soft-decision/-bit byte:
1 1 0
• - T
0 0 0
L
1 0 1 1 o 1 i
d s ; S
Fig. 3 Soft-decision decoding example
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[Vi] = [vj tf . . tf] > where the square brackets indicate
a soft-decision quantity. The first bit of [vt] is the hard-
decision estimate, and the remaining J-\ bits give an indi-
cation of the confidence of that estimate. The confidence
of the hard-decision may be defined, as the J-\ bit byte:
[ct] = [cjcf ... cf'1], where [ct] = [vfvf ...tif) if nf =
l o r [ct] = [vjtf . . . v f ] © [ 1 1 . . . 1 ] i f v / = 0 . T h u s t h e
confidence of a particular received bit can vary from
[c,] = [0 0 . . . 0] (least confident, nearest to the hard-
decision 0/1 boundary) to [ct] = [11 . . . 1] (furthest away
from the boundary). Alternatively, we may consider that
the demodulator output soft-decision digit [z>,-] gives an
estimate of the soft-decision error digit [et] which has been
added to the transmitted digit [ut]. Hence, [vt] = [w,] ©
[<?,], where [ut] = [00 . . . 0] or [11 . . . 1] only. The
value of the soft-decision error digit in levels can therefore
lie between 0 and (Q — l), and a value of > (0/2) con-
stitutes an 'error' in the hard-decision sense.
An estimate of the improvement in random-error cor-
recting power when soft-decision decoding is used may now
be formed. Consider a block or convolutional code whose
decoding constraint length is n bits. If the hard minimum
distance of the code is dh over n bits, then its bounded-
distance hard correcting power is the largest integer ?/,<{(
dh — l)/2}. This gives a per bit hard correction power of
th/n. In the soft-decision sense code words (paths) are
**ds = (<2 — 1) dh soft-decision levels apart, and therefore
the bounded distance guaranteed soft-decision error-
correction power in levels is ta < {(ds — l)/2}. The smallest
number of levels that constitutes an error in the hard
decision sense is Q/2, and the maximum number of 'hard'
errors that can be corrected is therefore ts/(Q/2) = 2/Q
{(d8-l)/2}=l/Q{(Q-l)dh-l}^dh for Q large.
Thus, the per bit correction power has approximately
doubled from th/n to dh/n.
It should be noted that the doubling in correction power
is an upper bound on the improvement due to soft-decision,
and will only be achieved at very high s.n.r.s. In general,
at low s.n.r.s. the average improvement will be significantly
less than this.
3.1 Improvement on the Gaussian channel
Consider the Gaussian channel. If the (single-sided) noise
power density is given by No, the s.n.r. is given by y =
E/No, and the bit probability of error is given by the Q
function
(1)
where yb = Eb/No =y/R is the normalised s.n.r. per infor-
mation bit, and R is the inverse of the bandwidth expansion
factor i.e. the code rate). The probability of bit error for a
hard-decision coded system can be lower bounded by
Pe > WdhPdh(l —p)n~dh (2)
where dh is the minimum distance of the code over the
decoding block or constraint length n, and wd. is the
number of bit errors contributed by incorrect decoding of a
code word or path of distance dh.
Asymptotically, at high s.n.r.,7
and hence eqn. 2 reduces to
Pe-wdhexp(-ybRdh) (4)
Assuming that soft-decision decoding effectively doubles
the distance of a code, i.e. ds = 2dh, then for
Pe(soft) = Pe{hard)
we require
yb(soft)R2d*=yb(hard)Rdh
i.e.
yb(hard)
lb(?oft) = 2
which indicates a 3 dB improvement in coding gain. This is
similar to the improvement obtained in changing from a dh
th-order diversity system to a 2c?hth-order diversity
system.6
Also, Pe uncoded ^ exp (— 7b) from eqn. 3 which
shows that the upper limit on coding gain is given by:
Gc < lOlog/W/, (dB) for hard-decision decoding
Gc < 10\og2Rdh (dB) for soft-decision decoding
At the opposite extreme, i.e. for the very noisy channel,
it has been shown that a performance loss of about 2 dB
is incurred when hard-decision decoding is used as opposed
to infinitely quantised soft-decision decoding. Also, the
degradation involved8 in using the much more practical
equal-spacing 8-level quantisation is only about 0-2 dB.
Therefore, at high error rates on a Gaussian channel, a
maximum soft-decision coding gain of about l-8dB is
expected. At low error-rates a 2dB improvement in s.n.r.
corresponds to a reduction in output bit error rate of
approximately two orders of magnitude for uncoded binary
antipodal signalling on the Gaussian channel. At high error
rates, however, the uncoded performance curve flattens
out, and a characteristic of coded transmission is that at
some value of Eb/No a coded transmission will perform
worse than an uncoded one. The coded performance curve
effectively 'crosses over' the uncoded curve. In this high
error rate region, the uncoded output bit error rate is only
improved by about a factor of 3 for a 2 dB improvement in
Eb/No. Thus, although we expect an improvement in per-
formance due to soft-decision decoding at high error rates,
this improvement will not be large.
3.2 Rayleigh channel
The bit error probability for the coherent Rayleigh fading
channel6 is given by:
= *O-/i)
where
(3)
The lower bound on bit error probability (eqn. 2) is then
given by:
(5)
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which for high s.n.r.s becomes:
Assuming ds = 2dh, then for equal output bit error rate
we have
Iblhard) = 7b (soft)
which shows that the soft coding gain is an increasing func-
tion of Eb/No, and that soft-decision decoding requires
approximately half the s.n.r. (in dB) to achieve the same
output bit error rate as hard-decision decoding.
Soft-decision decoding on the Rayleigh fading channel is
therefore theoretically capable of providing much larger
soft-coding gains than in the case of the Gaussian channel.
It must be noted again, however, that the expected halving
in power requirement will not be achieved at low s.n.r.s.
3.3 Burst channels
It is not possible to derive a theoretical soft-decision
improvement figure for a complicated time-varying channel
such as the h.f. channel. In general, the h.f. channel can be
considered9 to be a diffuse-burst channel in which error
bursts of medium to high density are seperated by relatively
short gaps with a low density of errors. As such, any coding
scheme that is used on the h.f. channel must have both
burst- and random error-correction capability. We have
already shown that the random error-correction power of a
code is improved by the use of soft-decision decoding. It is
therefore appropriate to assess the improvement in burst
correcting power.
Consider a random error-correcting code with a cor-
rection power of th over a decoding constraint length of
n bits. This implies that all bursts of length b < th can be
corrected. Assuming that, asymptotically, soft-decision
decoding doubles the power of the code, then the code
will now be able to correct any combination of two or less
bursts of length b <:th, or a single burst of length 2th.
Interleaving is a powerful technique which can be used
to provide both burst-and-random correction power, whilst
still using a random error-correction decoder. If the above
basic code is interleaved to a depth of X then the hard-
decision power of the interleaved code over n X bits is such
that any combination of th or fewer bursts of length X or
less, can be corrected. Thus the application of soft-decision
should allow (at a maximum) any combination of 2th or
fewer bursts of length X or less to be corrected. It is there-
fore the multiple-burst correcting power within a given
constraint length that is significantly increases by soft-
decision decoding rather than the single burst correcting
power.
A well known10 bound on burst correcting capability b
relative to error-free guard space #, which holds for both
block and convolutional codes, is given by
= 3
capability by only one to b = 4 on average, then g/b =
4-75, a significant improvement.
If in the limit, we assume that soft-decision decoding can
double the single burst correcting power of a code, then
l-R
for a ^ rate code.
In general, an interleaved random-error-correcting code does
not approach this bound closely. For example, the (23, 12)
perfrect Golay code has b = 3 and g = 20 giving g/b =6-7.
However, if the use of soft-decision increases the burst
At high error rates the improvement due to soft decision
will not be mainly in the single-burst correction capability
but rather in the multiple-burst correction capability. This
implies that soft-decision will show the most improvement
on a diffuse burst channel rather than a dense burst/long
guard space channel.
4 HF channel error characteristics
The error characteristics experienced in h.f. data trans-
mission depend not only on the channel characteristics at a
particular time but also on the type of modem used.
4.1 Parallel transmission format (p.t.f.) modem
In this Section we consider a p.t.f. or Kineplex type modem
operating at 2400 bits per second with a nominal trans-
mission bandwidth of 3 kHz. The data is transmitted in 48
bit parallel blocks or frames, using orthogonal multisub-
carrier phase shift keying. Soft-decision information on
demodulated bit is available from the modem.22
There are several characteristic types of error events due
to this modem structure:
(a) random errors
(b) errors which occur in the same place in repeated
frames due to stationary frequency selective fading on one
or more subcarriers within the band, thus causing isolated
repetitive bursts
(c) sweeping frequency selective fades which traverse the
band causing errors in repeated frames but in different
frame positions
(d) flat fades across the band which cause large bursts of
errors.
Fig. Aa shows a particular received sequence of bits, an
error being indicated by an asterisk. It can be seen that one
particular subcarrier within the frame is experiencing a bad
stationary selective fade, and contributing errors in almost
every successive frame. Fig. 4b shows a bad flat and selec-
tive fading situation which is causing frequent bursts of
errors. Fig. 4c shows a received sequence of bits in which
two selective fades are sweeping across the band, causing
errors in successive frames but at different frequencies. In
addition, all the Figures show a varying amount of residual
errors.
As a consequence of these error characteristics it can be
seen that any coding scheme used on a bit-by-bit basis must
have both burst and random error correction power, and
that if a random error-correcting code is used, it must be
interleaved in both time and frequency. In practice this
involves reading the encoded data stream into a 48 by A
array, where A is the interleaving depth in frames; and read-
ing out the bit stream to the modem in a diagonal manner.
The inverse operation of de-interleaving is performed at the
receiver, before feeding bits to the error-correction decoder.
Given a fixed parallel frame of 48 bits, there exists a trade-
off between the time and frequency separation of adjacent
bits in the de-interleaved stream. For example, if A = 48,
then bits are separated in time by 48 frames, but will have
been transmitted on the same subcarrier. Thus, stationary
selective fades will cause long bursts of errors in the
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de-interleaved bit stream. For this modem, we consider
interleaving to a depth of 8 frames, which gives adjacent
bits a separation of 8 bits in time, and A/8 = 6 bits in
frequency across the frame.
4.2 Serial transmission format (s.m.i.d.d.) modem
In this Section the error characteristics of an experimental
h.f. serial binary data transmission modem11"13 are des-
cribed. The modem incorporates frequency domain redun-
dancy, in that the spectrum of the binary digits to be trans-
mitted is spread by sequence inversion keying of a 15-bit
m-sequence (see Fig. 5). After the sequence-inversion-
keying (s.i.k.) stage, the waveform is passed through an 11-
stage baseband equaliser,14 adjusted so as to minimise the
symbol distortion and intersymbol interference arising in
the modem due to the various filter characteristics. Trans-
mission is by means of double-sideband a.s.k., with coher-
ent product detection (see Fig. 6). Digital correlation is
used to strip off the m-sequence; the correlator outputs one
hard-decision digit, and three confidence digits (i.e. Q = 16,
/ = 4). The m-sequence digit rate is in the range 1—2 kbit/s.
The nominal transmission bandwidth of this soft-decision
minimum distance decoding (s.m.i.d.d.) modem was 3 kHz,
as determined by the transmitter filter.
Provision was made to tape-record, during a number of
h.f. trials, both the errors in the m-sequence digits (or
chips) and in the hard-decision digit at the output of the
correlator. The results of computer analysis are given in
Tables 1—3 below, and in Fig. 7. Table 1 gives the results
of an analysis of the incidence of runs of consecutive
errors in hard-decision digits, and Table 2 is the consecu-
tive error runs profile for this analysis. Each file represents
almost 3/4 hour or recorded data. The guard space is the
number of error-free digits between errors.
Table 3 gives the results of an analysis of the incidence
of bursts of errors in the m-sequence digits (chips), and Fig.
7 is the corresponding burst error and consecutive error run
profiles for file MC 3/3, which is typical.
frequency
Fig. 4 P.T.F. modem: H.F. error patterns
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Fig. 5 Experimental s.m.i.d.d. modem: Transmitter
Table 1: Consecutive errors in hard-decision digits
r.f.8. if.
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demodulator
intergrate
& dump
clock
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m-sequence
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r.a.m.
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soft-decision
decoder
data
^
output
Fig. 6 Experimental s.mA.d.d. modem: Receiver
File number
Number of digits processed
MC1/3
144000
MC2/3
64000
MC3/3
1504000
MC4/3
47200
MC1/6
428800
Error rate
Average guard space
between runs
Average guard space
(discounting single errors)
Average number of
consecutive errors
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4-1 X 10~2
380
102
1-62
5 OCTOBER 1980
10-85 X 10"2
13-1
32-7
1-59
2-1 X 10"2
86 0
247
1-82
0-72 X 10~2
2520
810
2 02
1-36X 10'1
1580
443
2-18
39:
Table 2: Errors in hard-decision digits: Consecutive error profile
File number
Number of runs of
consecutive errors
% of runs of length
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
> 8
MC1/3
3636
62-4
21-3
8-94
3-71
1-79
0-71
0-38
0-27
0 4 7
Table 3: Bursts of errors in chips (m-sequence digits
File number
Total number of
digits processed
Probability of error
Average burst length
Average burst length
(discounting single errors)
Average guard space
Average guard space
(discounting single errors)
MC1/3
2160000
1-04X 10"1
4-09
9-57
26-4
63-1
MC2/3
4363
61-9
19-3
8 4 6
3-53
2-25
1-50
0-89
0-59
1-58
)
MC2/3
960000
2-15 X 1 0 '
10-22
20-5
15-6
32-3
MC3/3
1712
64-9
16 4
7 4 8
3-33
2-51
1-28
0-93
1-75
1 4 0
MC3/3
225000
0-95 X 10"1
5-23
8-73
23-8
40-5
MC4/3
168
65-6
10-7
13-10
2-98
1-78
2-38
1-19
1-19
1-19
MC4/3
708000
0-504 X 10"'
2-96
9-03
34-5
107-6
MC1/6
2672
64-2
1 4 4
8-30
3 03
2-66
1 4 2
1 4 2
1-65
2-96
MC1/6
6432000
0-54 X 10'1
4-32
11-47
40-3
108-7
The analysis presented in Table 3 and Fig. 7 is based on a
minimum guard space of 4 chips and a burst density thres-
hold of 40% (i.e. bursts were classified as having an error
density of > 40%).
10
10
10
10
10
1 5 10 20 30 40
burst or run length
Fig. 7 Chip error profiles on s.m.i.d.d. modem
runs of consecutive errors
bursts of consecutive errors
50
The diffuse error characteristics of the h.f. channel is
apparent in the results of the analysis. Bursts of errors on
the chips of the serial s.m.i.d.d. modem are large than those
on the parallel subchannels of the p.t.f. modem, as might be
expected. The largest burst on the MC 3/3 file is 8658
and there are 494 bursts of length > 50 chips (see Fig. 7).
The effect of m-sequence correlation is to make errors in
the hard-decision digits more diffuse than the chip errors.
This is clear from a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 with
Table 4 below; the average run length is less in the chip
errors, and the percentage of short ( < 3) runs is higher.
The effect of de-interleaving the hard-decision digits is
to effecitvely randomise or diffuse many of the bursts;
this, together with soft-decision decoding, enables the
essentially random-error-correcting produce code in the
s.m.i.d.d. modem to cope successfully with most of the
errors, as will be shown.
5 Soft-decision decoding schemes
Given a block or convolution^ code operating over a
decoding constraint length of n bits, the optimum method
of decoding is maximum-likelihood decoding, which, for
the binary symmetric channel, is equivalent to minimum
distance decoding. A minimum distance hard-decision
decoder therefore attempts to find the codeword (path)
u nearest in terms of Hamming distance to the received
sequence v. That is, the code sequence which satisfies
min = min
Alternatively, this is equivalent to finding the minimum
weight error pattern e which will turn the received sequence
v into a valid code sequence u.
Similarly, we may define an optimum soft>decision
minimum distance decoder (which approximates to a
maximum-likelihood decoder) as one that attempts to
find the code sequence at minimum soft-distance (mini-
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Table 4: File MC 3/3: Consecutive error profile
(average run length = 1-26 chips)
Run length
% of runs
1
83-6
2
10-6
3
3-2
4
1-8
5
0-5
6
0-2
7
0 05
8
0 03
9
0 02
10
0005
mum number of level errors) from the received sequence
v. That is,
min
_Z = ™n< L [et]
1=1
We now briefly describe several soft-decision decoding
schemes which approximate to this optimum behaviour but
also have low complexity. The performance of these codes
on the h.f. channel is assessed in the following Section.
Each code is identified by an abbreviation.
5.1 Soft-decision threshold decoding
Recently, a soft-decision version has been proposed of the
well-known hard-decision majority decision threshold
decoding algorithm15 which is suitable for both block and
convolutional codes.16'17 The convolutional codes investi-
gated in this class are:
(a) a half-rate random error-correcting code with n = 14,
th = 2, and generator sequence g = 11000100000101
(T14H)
(b) a half-rate random error-correcting code with n = 24,
th=3, and generator sequence g = 1100000000000
10100010101 (T24H)
(c) a half-rate burst and random-error-correcting diffuse
code18 with n = 6(3 — 2, which can correct any 2 random
errors within n consecutive bits, or any bursts of length
> 20 relative to a guard space of n bits. This code hasg =
11(00)0., 01(00)0-! 01 (00)^01 (TDIFH)
(d) a one-third rate code with n = 15, th = 3, and g =
111010 001001 001(TI5T).
5.2 (23,12) perfect Go/ay code
The perfect Golay code is triple-error-correcting code with
12 information digits in the deocding constraint length of
23. A soft-decision minimum distance decoding algorithm
has been developed for this code, which is based on error-
trapping decoding.19 The algorithm uses permutation
decoding20 in a predictive manner such that both burst and
random error-correction is possible.
5.3 Suboptimum soft-decision minimum-distance
decoding of convolution codes
Optimum minimum distance soft-decision decoding of con-
volutional codes can be achieved by means of the Viterbi
algorithm, provided that the encoding constraint length is
limited to about 14 bits'so that decoder complexity does
not become excessive. Viterbi decoders have been investi-
gated by several researchers, and these have been shown to
exhibit reasonably good performance over both satellite
and h.f. channels.21'22
Recently, however, a hard-decision minimum distance
decoding algorithm has been proposed that is efficient for
both short and long codes.23 The algorithm consists of two
main processes: a direct mapping scheme which can locate
the minimum distance path without any searching, and an
efficient path searching scheme. In this paper we investigate
the performance of two very low complexity but subopti-
mum forms of the algorithm:
(i) hard-decision direct mapping decoding24'25
(ii) soft-decision efficient path searching26'27
Both decoding methods are applied to the following codes:
(a) a half-rate code with n = 22, th = 3 and g =
1101000100010001010001 (MD22H)
(b) a one-third rate code with n = 21, th = 4 and g =
111001010010001011011 (MD2IT)
5.4 Coding system for s.m. i. d. d. serial modem
Binary data with rates in the range 33-67 bit/s is encoded
by a half-rate cyclic produce code, and then interleaved (see
Fig. 5).
In practice data digits are fed simultaneously into an outer
(row) cyclic encoder, into an inner (column) cyclic
and into a r.a.m. interleaver, which can store a frame of 900
encoded digits (4 complete product code words). This leads
to interleaving factors of 56 for the outer code, and 60 for
the inner code. Two r.a.m.s are used so that encoding and
interleaving can proceed without interruption. The inner
and outer codes are (n, k)= 15,11 codes, with th = \{dh =
3), so the complete product code has (n, k) = (225,121)
with th = 4 {dh = 9).
The character consisting of one hard-decision digit and
three confidence digits output by the receiver correlator
(see Fig. 6) are fed into a de-interleaving r.a.m. Decoding of
the received characters can begin as soon as the r.a.m. is full
and synchronisation has been achieved; subsequent
detected characters are fed into a second r.a.m., identical
with the first, so that reception can continue uninterrupted.
Decoding is done by computing the soft-decision (s.d.)
distance between each received (possible erroneous) row or
column (consisting of 15 4-digit characters) and all the
possible correct inner or outer code words. Rows and
columns are decoded alternately in order of confidence
value. The correct code words are stored in a p.r.o.m. As
the distance computations are done sequentially in a sys-
tematic order, it is only necessary to store the parity checks
of the code words. Also the code is transparent, so that
only half the words need be stored away as the remainder
are inversions of the first half. When the nearest code word
is found, it is read into the r.a.m., via a buffer, replacing
the hard-decision digits of the appropriate row or column;
all the confidence digits associated with any hard-decision
digit which has been inverted during this decoding (i.e.
attempted error correction) are reduced to zero. Once all
rows and columns have been decoded, then the corrected
decision digits can be read out of the r.a.m. There is also
provision for a second decoding pass, on rows only. All
the processing will take place in the time it takes to fill the
second r.a.m., so that the first r.a.m. then becomes free for
storing detected characters while those in the second r.a.m.
are being processed, and so on.
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Table 5
File 1
File 2
File 3
Frames
440
440
440
Bits
21120
21120
21120
Errors
964
1951
1350
Error rate
1 in 22
1 in 11
1 in 16
Length,
s
8-8
8-8
8-8
Characteristics
stationary selective fading
flat fades
sweeping selective fades
6 Performance results
6.1 P.T.F. modem
In this Section, we investigate the performance of the cod-
ing schemes described in the preceding Section. The decod-
ing schemes were computer simulated using files of data-
independent soft-decision error sequences, recorded from
the modem operating over a real h.f. link. Results are
presented for three files which display characteristic error
conditions, as summarised in Table 5.
Each coding scheme described in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and
5.3 was tried on each of the three files, using both hard and
soft-decision decoding, and both interleaved and noninter-
leaved operation. Note that the user's data rate depends on
the redundancy of the code used, and is equal in this case
to either 1200 bits/s (&-rate code) or 800 bits/s (1/3 rate
code). The results of these simulations are plotted in Fig.
8,9 and 10, in histogram form, corresponding to files 1, 2
and 3, respectively. The vertical axis corresponds to the
normalised relative output bit error for each coding scheme.
That is,
decoder output data errors
channel errors x code rate
where F can be considered to be the improvement factor in
output bit error rate due to the use of coding. Both hard-
decision and soft-decision results are presented, the
unshaded area indicating the soft-decision result and the
unshaded plus shaded area indicating the hard-decision
result. The shaded area therefore indicates the relative
improvement offered by soft-decision over hard-decision
decoding. The abbreviations used to identify the coding
schemes are as indicated in Section 5. In addition Fig. 11
shows results averaged over all three runs.
From the results presented, it can be seen that soft-
decision decoding yields useful performance gains for all
the coding schemes tried on the p.t.f. modem error streams.
Averaged over all results the output bit error rate is
improved by a factor of about 2\ by the use of soft-
decision decoding. This result is in excellent agreement with
the expected improvement given in Section 3.1, for high
error rates.
Comparing the different coding schemes, it can be seen
that the more nearly optimum decoding schemes perform
best, as expected. For example, with the threshold
decoders, the n = 14 half-rate scheme and the n — 15 one-
third rate scheme both perform reasonable well. This is
because threshold decoding performs nearly as well as full
minimum distance decoding for short constraint length, low
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power codes. As constraint lengths are increased, threshold
decoding wastes much of the power of a code, resulting in
inferior performance at low error rates. This is exemplified
by the n = 24 half-rate threshold decodeable code. Also,
the diffuse decoding scheme, which is essentially low
power, performs as well as the interleaved n = 14. This is
to be expected as both schemes have th = 2.
In general, as constraint lengths are increased so is cor-
rection power. However, this is only true if the decoding
scheme utilises the full minimum distance and hence cor-
rection power of the code. This can be seen by the way in
which the Golay scheme significantly outperforms the sub-
optimum minimum distance path searching scheme. Both
codes operate over roughly the same constraint length, but
the Golay scheme is much closer to the optimum maximum
10-
0-8-
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0 4 -
0-2-
0
noninterleaved interleaved
i
X I
2CNI _a a o
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Fig. 11 P.T.F. modem (all files averaged)
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Fig. 12 White noise tests on s.m.i.d.d. modem
IS Kbit/s
2 0 Kbit/s
likelihood decoder over this constraint length. In addition,
at high error rates, block codes perform better than con-
volutional codes, because the output burst of errors due to
a decoding is restricted to one block length. A convol-
utional code may take several constraint lengths to recover
from the decoding error, thus causing long output bursts
of errors to occur. The minimum distance soft-decision
path searching scheme when used on the one-third rate
code, however, performs much better than in the half-rate
case. This scheme was the only one to achieve zero output
errors (file 3).
100
percentage best frames
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chip error rate
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Fig. 13 S.M.I.D.D. modem h.f. trial
160 mile path; 1 kbit/s; all results averaged
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Fig. 14 S.M.I.D.D. modem h.f. trial
160 mile path, 1 kbit/s, slow fading conditions
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6.2 S.M.I.D.D. modem
The performance of the s.m.i.d.d. modem was investigated
by means of digital error tests, white noise tests and h.f.
field trials. The results of digital random error tests were
most satisfactory. For example, a chip error rate of 1 -8 x
1CF1 (i.e. the channel error rate) is reduced to 4 x 1CF7 on
the output data digits, after correlation and soft-decision
product decoding.13 The improvement in error rate over
hard-decision decoding is about one order of magnitude
in this case. The white noise test (Fig. 12) demonstrates
that the system is working within about 1 db of theoretical;
that soft-decision decoding gives an increase in performance
of about 1 -5 db at an output data error rate of 10~4 and
that this in turn is about 2 db better than the performance
of the m-sequence correlator. Three path lengths (120, 160
and 300 miles) and three chip rates (1, 1-5 and 2 Kbit/s)
were used for field trials. The average m-sequence digit
(channel) error rate for all trials is about 10""1, ranging
from about 2 x 10"1 for the 300 mile path (1 Kbit/s) to
about 4 x 10"2 for the 120 mils path (1-5 Kbit/s). Output
error rates range from about 3 x 10~2 to better than
1 x 10~6, depending very much on the h.f. channel con-
ditions. Curves of percentage of best frames against out-
put error rate are given in Fig. 13 for all the 160 mile path
results averaged, and in Fig. 14 for slow fading conditions
on the 160 mile path, both at 1 Kbit/s chip rate. When the
slow fading results are replotted as an s.n.r. against error rate
graph (Fig. 15) the separation between the hard-decision
and soft-decision product decoding curves is about 6 db at
an output error rate of 10~4. This figure is considerably
better than the corresponding figure for white noise tests,
thus indicating that the performance advantage of soft-
decision over hard-decision decoding is much greater under
fading channel conditions.
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Fig. 15 S.M.I.D.D. modem h.f. trial
160 mile path, 1 kbit/s, 100% slow fading conditions
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Values of l/F for the half-rate code in the s.m.i.d.d.
modem are plotted in Fig. 16, for the h.f. channel con-
ditions of Fig. 14 and 15, and at 100% and 90% best
frames. These plots confirm the improvement in perfor-
mance that can be achieved by using soft-decision decoding.
7 Conclusions
The main conclusion that can be drawn from this study of
the application of error-control coding to h.f. data trans-
mission is that soft-decision decoding gives a valuable
increase in performance for only a modest increase in com-
plexity of implementation. The slow fading (Fig. 15) results
for the s.m.i.d.d. modem confirm the conclusions in
Section 3.2 (on Rayleigh fading), namely, that the soft-
decision decoding gain over hard-decision decoding is much
larger than that achievable in Gaussian noise, that it is an
increasing function of s.n.r. and that it is very approx-
mately half the hard-decision s.n.r. in dB. This last con-
clusion is only roughly verified because the slow fading h.f.
channel condition only approximates to Rayleigh fading.
Also, the effect of interleaving the the s.m.i.d.d. modem
further affects the comparison.
The results in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 for the p.t.f modem
confirm the prediction Section 3.3 that soft-decision decod-
ing gives most improvement on a diffuse burst channel
rather than on a dense burst/long guard space channel. The
flat fading plots (Fig. 9, File 2) almost all indicate worse
performance than the corresponding plots for File 1 and
File 3. This is also confirmed by the plots in Fig. 16 for the
s.m.i.d.d. modem; the 90% best frames performance is
much better than the performance over all frames (100%),
because discounting the 10% worst frames will remove
20 -
1 -5
1 0
0-5
100°/O best frames
100% best frames
90% best
frames
90% best
frames
all results
averaged
slow fading
conditions
Fig. 16 Performance of s.mA.d.d. 'A-rate code
160 mile h.f. path, 1 kbit/s chip rate
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many dense bursts. It is also interesting to note that inter-
leaving is most effective on a dense burst/long guard space
channel, as the plots for stationary selective fading with the
p.t.f. modem (Fig. 8, File 1) show; interleaving seems to
have relatively little effect on the results for the other
files. Again, the s.m.i.d.d. modem results confirm this.
The comparative performance of the various types of
code used with the p.t.f. modem indicate that the best
results are obtained if an optimum soft-decision decoding
scheme is available, for relatively long block or constraint
length codes. This requirement implies that powerful,
interleaved, random-error-correcting codes should be used,
rather than burst-correcting codes which are suboptimum in
their random-error-correcting power. Soft-decision Viterbi
algorithm decoding of powerful half-rate convolutional
codes can give good results,22 but optimum soft-decision
schemes for powerful half-rate block codes are usually
complex to implement. The half-rate code in the s.m.i.d.d.
modem has good performance and relatively low com-
plexity, which makes it practical to use, because of the
cyclic product structure of the code, together with the
efficient adaptive full-minimum-distance soft-decision
decoding algorithm. A further implication of the above
observation is that soft-decision algorithms should be
applied to optimum decoding methods, to minimum dis-
tance decoding rather than threshold decoding, for
example. Thus the half-rate threshold decoded codes T14H
and T24H (Section 5, p.t.f. modem) in general do worse
than the Golay code, as does the suboptimally decoded
convolutional code MD22H (see Figs. 8—11). This dis-
advantage can be compensated if the code is well matched
to the channel error characteristics, as is the half-rate dif-
fuse code TDIFH, which has a performance comparable to
that of the Golay code in the noninterleaved case. Inter-
leaving destroys some of its power, as might be expected;
its performance in this case is always worse than without
interleaving.
The third-rate codes MD21T and T15T have lower
decoder output error rates than the half-rate codes, in all
cases. It is difficult to evaluate this result, however, because
of the different data throughput rates. A true assessment
would require different modem/error-correction designs to
be compared on the basis of output data bit error rate, with
each design operating within a fixed channel bandwidth,
and at a fixed data output speed.
It is tempting to try and compare the performance of
the serial and parallel modems. This is impossible, however,
because of the very different data rates, channel conditions
and coding schemes involved. It is interesting, however, to
observe that the p.t.f. bit stream before decoding, and the
s.m.i.d.d. chip stream before correlation, which have
roughly comparable transmission rates, suffer from approxi-
mately the same error rate (in the range 10"1 to 10~2). It is
hoped that some research in progress at the moment will
eventually allow a quantitative comparison of serial and
parallel operation, with and without coding, under identical
conditions. Further work on soft-decision techniques also
includes the development of a full soft-decision minimum
distance decoding algorithm based on the algorithm in Ref-
erence 23, which should provide equal or superior results
to that of the Viterbi algorithm. In addition, such a decod-
ing scheme would be considerably less complex than a
Viterbi decoder, for one-third rate codes.
Finally, it is encouraging to note that efficient soft-
minimum-distance decoding algorithms of relatively low
complexity have been found for relatively long (n > 100)
block codes with rates of one half or more.
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